About Dr Michael Xu
Dr Michael Xu is a dual trained, highly skilled cosmetic

List of Non-Surgical Services

surgeon with extensive experience in cosmetic surgery
and aesthetic medicine. Dr Xu is an ACCS Board Certified Cosmetic Surgeon in Australia.



Anti—Wrinkle treatment



Facial enhancement

procedures over the past 30 years. His main interest is



Nose reshaping

cosmetic surgery, Asian aesthetic surgery, minimally



Temporal enhancement

invasive cosmetic procedures and skin cancer surgery.



Slim jaw injection

Dr Xu actively participates in regular meetings and con-



Accordin Lines Treatment

ferences to keep up to date with rapidly advancing cos-



Cheek enhancement



Chin Augmentation



Lip enhancement



Nasal Labial fold



Tear troughs treatment



Skinbooster



Hyperhidrosis Treatment



Chemical skin peels



Microcurrent Therapy



Diathermy therapy



IPL skin rejuvenation



Hair reduction



PRP Treatment



Microdermabrasion



Scar treatment

He has performed thousands of cosmetic & skin surgery

metic surgical techniques internationally.

Non-Surgical Services

Dr Xu holds the following relevant qualifications and
memberships:



Bachelor of Medicine, China 1982



Certificate of Plastic Surgery training, China 1987

Call (03) 9690 0900 to make an appointment



Certificate of Specialist Surgeon, China 1989

Email: info@restorecosmeticsurgery.com.au



Surgical Fellow of The Australasian College of Cosmetic Surgery (FACCS)



Member of American Academy of Aesthetic Medicine (AAAM)



Member of Korean Collage of Cosmetic Surgery
(KCCS)

Level 4, Suite 409
370 St Kilda Road, Melbourne 3004
Ph: (03) 9690 0900

Registration

Fax: (03) 9690 0911



www.restorecosmeticsurgery.com.au
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SKIN CONSULTATION & DIAGNOSIS
A thorough assessment is a vital step in skin

FACIAL ENHANCEMENT

TEAR TROUGHS
Tear troughs may be treated by injecting a dermal

Nonsurgical facial enhancements are non-invasive

filler into the depressed area above the bony eye

procedures that can provide the same rejuvenated

socket and massaging it into the fatty tissues to fill

younger look as surgical procedures with less or no

in the loose skin and hollow areas, and conceal

recovery time and at less cost.

dark circles. The entire procedure takes about 1

Nonsurgical facial enhancement can remove wrin-

hour to complete. The procedure is painless as the

kles and fine lines, reduce scars, enhance the shape

filler contains an anaesthetic. About 1 ml of filler is

The therapy improves lines, wrinkles and texture

of the lips, improve contour by filling shallow are-

usually sufficient for both eyes and your doctor

with a gradual natural change. The therapy is

as on the cheeks and below the eyes using dermal

will ensure that it evenly distributed, giving your

also helpful for treating skin conditions and for

fillers or skin resurfacing techniques.

eyes a natural healthy appearance. The procedure is

treatment and product selection. This detailed
skin assessment helps us determine what is best
for you, and provide you with the understanding
of how to best look after your skin.

PLATELET RICH PLASMA (PRP)

general skin reconditioning. The most dramatic

minimally invasive and does not produce scars.

results so far have been seen with improvement

NOSE RE-SHAPING

of crepe skin problems in areas such as the neck,

Non-surgical nose reshaping procedure involves

under eyes and décolletage areas.

the use of dermal filler injections to achieve the

MICROCURRENT

desired contour of the nose. It is used to build the

Microcurrent therapy is a relaxing, painless and

bridge of the nose. It is used to build the bridge of

nonsurgical procedure to give a rehydrated

the nose, improve the shape and height of the tip

younger looking and lifted look with visible dif-

ANTI-WRINKLE INJECTIONS & DER-

of the nose, even out the nose hump and correct

ference just after one session. Microcurrent ther-

MAL FILLERS

small defects of rhinoplasty.

apy reduces wrinkles and fine lines, dark circles
and puffiness around the eyes, acne and contracts
the enlarged pores, tightens the skin and improves the muscle tone to give firm, hydrated
and youthful skin. It even reduces numbness,
swelling and pain and helps in quick recovery
after a facelift or other plastic surgery procedures.

Anti-wrinkle injections are indicated to smoothen
and eliminate forehead lines, frown lines, crow’s
feet and neck bands. These anti-wrinkle injections
give you a more relaxed, yet expressive face. At
Restore, we use European and American products
which are both approved by Australia Food and
Drug Administration (FDA)

